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What is mellody?

How can it help Artists?

Our vision

Perks

Mellody is a blockchain powered, contest platform that
allows all artists to compete and get rewarded on the
process.
All the music fans that vote on the respective contests are
also rewarded.
All the participating entities are rewarded while also
increasing the industry marketcap. Artists will get $MLDY as a
reward and music fans will get their voting artist NFT, Merch
and Exclusive experiences

We strongly believe that artists are not fairly compensated for their
content creation, we also believe that their fans should be able to
support them and be rewarded for their loyalty.
Our main goal is to Help Artists and Music Fans by hosting contests
where voters and participating artists can earn rewards. 

Increase the number of fans and listeners

Increase the funding for new albums and
projects

Promote the growth of a loyal fanbase

Promote the sale of exclusive and innovative
merch

Worldwide Talent Recognition

Mellody Fund Talent Recognition

5% of the contest fees
will be used to support
small artists and help

take their career in to the
next level.

Gamificated Platform

Investors and Partners

@mellodyNFT

By being a part of mellody you will be able to enter contests and promote your projects in the platform.
You can share your fan base with the artists you are competing with, many users will discover your music.
You will be able to interact with our amazing community that will help.
By giving rewards to the users who support you, you are supporting the creation of a loyal fanbase who will love
to support you back.
Everytime you participate in a contest you will recieve a large portion of the tokens that were used to vote in you.

We will host multiple
contests for starting
artists, giving them a
chance to start their

career.

In addition to contests, we
plan on upgrading the

gamification on the platform,
developing new ways for

artists to get rewards


